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ESOS | Solar | LED | New Partnerships
News
Hawleys Launch Monthly Newsletter
Keen to try new ways to update everyone
on changes in our business and the energy
efficiency industry, Our Hawley Energy

Group have launched a new monthly
newsletter.
Hawley Building Systems launches own
branded LED range

The Hawley Energy management team have
supplied & installed over 30,000 luminaires
and during that time we’ve seen the best
and worst of the LED marketplace. Putting

ESOS is here again, but are you ready?
It shouldn't have come as a surprise but it’s amazing to
hear how many companies haven't heard of the Energy
Saving Opportunities Scheme, what’s more surprising is
how often it is used as a means of misleading those that
must comply.

all that experience to good use, HBS team

ESOS applies to a company if it employs more than 250

are excited to confirm that they are

people or has an annual turnover in excess of 50 million euro

developing their own range of products.

and an annual balance sheet in excess of 43 million

hawleyenergy.group/companies/building-

euro. Although it applies primarily to larger companies some

systems/

trusts, partnerships and not-for-profit organisations that are
involved in trade.

ESOS Update
Our ESOS Lead Assessors are currently

Can you afford not to comply?

being updated by the EA & the EMA to

With a £50,000 fine and being named and shamed by the

make sure that our customers get the best

environment agency do you want to seriously damage your

from their ESOS reporting, minimising costs

company’s reputation? We think not and we are here to help.

but maximising ROI.

Over the last few months, the feedback we have received

Hawley Building Services and Team

when talking to customers about ESOS was that it has been

Dynamics Partnership
HBS is really excited to announce its
Technical

Partnership

with

the

Team

Dynamics Racing Team.
TD run cars in the UK’s British Touring Car
Championship and have teamed up with

HBS to improve energy efficiency across
their entire operations.
t: +44 (0) 333 8000771

used as a means of selling technology and the costs to secure
compliance varied massively.
We’ve worked hard to develop a simple framework that means
when it comes to ESOS securing compliance should be a
straight

forward

process

that

requires

no

expensive

monitoring systems or costly national pre-audit surveys, plus

our

approach

ensures

businesses

can

get

the

most

appropriate service they need.
e: enquiries@hawleyenergy.group
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Welcome to Hawleys

New Website

Hawley Energy Group provide a

Hawley Energy Group have been quietly developing our new website

range of specialist advisory services,

and can now confirm that it is live.

guiding

customers

through

the

complex and every changing energy
efficiency industry.
Building

&

complimenting solutions & services that will launch over the coming
weeks & months.

provide

Services

Mechanical

Partnering with LightwaveRF & Nest, we’re developing a range a of

Electrical

Building

Services Installation Services.

Solar Installation
As part of our work with Team Dynamics Racing, we’ve focussed
in on a Solar PV installation at their head office as the first major
project which marks the launch of the Technical Partnership.
It would be fair to say that the solar industry has seen its fair share of
ups & downs over the past few years but whilst Feed-In Tariffs may
well be coming to and end, this is not the end of the Solar industry.
On the contrary with MIP (minimum import price) for PV panels being
abolished the equipment costs have drop significantly making Solar a
much more attractive way to reduce energy costs, depending on your

HBS LED Installation Engineers

Building
extensive

Systems
range

of

carries

an

usage profile and attitude to payback periods, we have reached a

lighting

&

point where we think Solar is a viable solution for high energy users.

electrical products in stock and
ensures our installation teams have
access to any equipment they might

Please contact our sales team if you would like to talk to us about

solar any of our services via sales@hawleyenergy.group

need.

New Starter

Enerlyse Can install monitoring &

We are really excited to confirm that Steve Bingham has joined

metering equipment and provide an

us as Group Sales Manager.

energy portal to view in real time

He brings with him a wealth of experience in the energy sector having

your energy usage.

worked for Solar Century, Kingspan and most recently the BRE

Get in Touch:
Hawley Energy Group

(Building Research Establishment) and is here to take Hawley Energy
Group to the next level of development.

Unit 6

Voltage Optimisation

The Tannery Business Centre

Over the next 12 months, VOICE (Voltage Optimisation Industry

Halifax Road
HX3 7HR
t: +44 (0) 333 8000 771

Council for Excellence) will introduce a series of standards, codes of
conduct & installation guidelines for VO, helping a struggling industry
fix the damage it has done over the last decade.

e: enquiries@hawleyenergy.group
t: +44 (0) 333 8000771

e: enquiries@hawleyenergy.group

